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Important Information
Park the vehicle in a safe place before installation

The vehicle will be unusable for approx. 20 minutes during installation of the Remote Software Upgrade. Make sure the vehicle is parked in a safe place, in compliance with road safety regulations. It will NOT be drivable during the upgrade.
The BMW Intelligent Personal Assistant is your on-board personal assistant. Start by activating the assistant with the command “Hey BMW.” You can also name it yourself by simply saying “Hey BMW, change the activation word.”

- This on-board BMW expert can explain the many functions of your car, knows the status of your vehicle, and can adjust numerous settings. Try “Hey BMW, I’m cold.”
- With Connected Command, other passengers in the vehicle can control entertainment, navigation, and climate functions using the BMW Connected app from their mobile phone (with your authorization).

Please note that you only have full access to all the BMW Intelligent Personal Assistant functions after the first journey.
Active Cruise Control with Stop&Go function (enhancements)

This cruise system enables you to keep a proper distance from the vehicle in front by constantly monitoring and adapting to its speed. These enhancements allow for more dynamic acceleration of your vehicle after stopping.
Lane Departure Warning with Steering intervention (enhancements)

This function prevents unintentional lane departure by providing steering intervention. This improved version provides a higher level of comfort.
You will only be able to use the new functions and enhancements provided by this upgrade if your vehicle is equipped with the appropriate features. You can obtain information regarding the options of your particular vehicle by consulting the on-board owner’s manual in iDrive or by contacting your BMW Service Center or the BMW of North America Customer Relations.

Function updates and quality enhancements

This Remote Software Upgrade updates existing functions to meet the latest state-of-the-art technological standards and includes quality enhancements.
You can read information about all the previous versions of the Remote Software Upgrade in the ConnectedDrive customer portal.

**Updating the on-board owner`s manual in the vehicle**

With this Remote Software Upgrade, the on-board operating instructions in the vehicle are updated to include up-to-date information.

**Special information about this upgrade**

- In some cases, you may need to re-activate Apple CarPlay. The checkbox can be found under "Mobile Devices" in the “Settings” submenu.
- Some settings may be reset to default after the upgrade (for example, interior lighting) and may need to be re-activated.
- Remote Engine Start could be deactivated after the update. Please activate Remote Engine Start after the installation. The function is located under "Climate Functions" in the "Settings" submenu.